business & commercial
providing you & your business with the
legal help you need!
All businesses and commercial enterprises need legal
help, either on a regular or occasional basis. You
may be buying or selling your business, taking in a
new partner/shareholder, buying, selling or leasing
a property, expanding your business or reviewing
contracts of employment.
At Latimer Hinks we have a commercial law team of
experienced legal professionals who will provide the legal
help and assistance you may need. The team possesses
high levels of expertise - levels normally associated with
city based law firms.
You will find our team approachable, knowledgeable,
business like and supportive. Matters are dealt with swiftly
and our advice will be clear, concise and practical.

we can help you with:
commercial property

comments from the Legal 500, 2016
- the “Who’s Who” of the Law

corporate & commercial

Nicholas Poole heads the team at Latimer Hinks
Solicitors, which acts predominantly for SMEs. Poole
is noted for his significant experience of sales and
acquisitions in the care home sector.

commercial property
Latimer Hinks Solicitors’ team is ‘very quick to
respond and doesn’t baffle clients with legal jargon’,
Nicola Neilson and Neil Stevenson ‘both have a wide
range of knowledge and are quick to update clients’.
Stevenson leads the team and recently acted for a client
in the purchase of a hotel and subsequent planning
permission to convert into apartments.

comments from the Legal 500, 2017
- the “Who’s Who” of the Law -

commercial property
Latimer Hinks Solicitors fields ‘an exceptionally professional and pragmatic’ group, which includes Neil
Stevenson, who is recommended for agricultural and
renewable energy property issues; Nicola Neilson, who
focuses on agricultural work; and the ‘very diligent and
trustworthy’ Martin Williamson, who is the key name
for residential property matters. Investment acquisition
and disposal expert Adam Wood also advises on landed
estates, mineral leases and secured lending mandates.
Consultant Tim Haggie advises on landed estate acquisitions and management, mineral options, development
contracts and promotion agreements.

- Buying or selling property
- Development work
- Leases and tenancies
- Option agreements
- Overseas investors
commercial law
- Commercial contracts
- Employment services
- Business start-ups, expansions and sales
- Succession planning

Tel: 01325 341500

comments from Chambers UK, 2018
- publication ranking solicitors and barristers

Well-respected regional practice. Able to provide
expertise in partnership agreements, inheritance tax
and succession planning issues, mine and mineral rights
and renewable energy projects. Also noted for its work
in rural telecoms and other diversification matters.
Clients include farmers, landowners and landed estates.
Strengths Sources say: “We find them very good at what
they do. They have long experience and they are very
well versed in agricultural matters.”
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